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that will lower the rate in which these costs
have been going up. But the main thing we
have to do is to finally solve the riddle of pro-
viding health care security to all Americans.

Whitewater Development Corp.
Q. Mr. President, do you support the idea

of naming a special prosecutor to investigate
the Whitewater affair?

The President. I have nothing to say about
that. I’ve said we’d turn the records over. There
is nothing else for me to say about that.

NOTE: The President spoke at 11:15 a.m. in the
Roosevelt Room at the White House.

Letter to Congressional Leaders Transmitting a Report on
Loan Guarantees to Israel
January 3, 1994

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)
Enclosed is an unclassified report on the Loan

Guarantees to Israel Program as required by
section 226(k) of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, as amended (Public Law 87–195).

I hope this report will be useful to you.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM J. CLINTON

NOTE: Identical letters were sent to Thomas S.
Foley, Speaker of the House of Representatives,
and Albert Gore, Jr., President of the Senate.

Remarks to Central Intelligence Agency Employees in Langley, Virginia
January 4, 1994

Thank you very much, Mr. Woolsey. Tony
Lake and I are glad to be here—and always
seemed to me I ought to visit the CIA on a
snowy day. [Laughter] Thank you for that warm
welcome.

I wanted to come here today for two reasons,
first, to meet you and to thank you, those of
you who work for the Central Intelligence Agen-
cy who devote your lives and your skills to the
service of our country. The second thing I want-
ed to do is to commemorate those who have
given their lives in the service of the country
through the Central Intelligence Agency.

Intelligence is a unique mission. Nobody
knows that better than those of us who have
the honor to serve in the Oval Office. When
President Truman autographed the photo of
himself that hangs in this building, he wrote,
‘‘To the CIA, a necessity to the President of
the United States from one who knows.’’ Every
morning the President begins the day asking,
‘‘What happened overnight? What do we know?
How do we know it?’’ Like my predecessors,

I have to look to the intelligence community
for the answers to those questions. I look to
you to warn me and, through me, our Nation
of the threats, to spotlight the important trends
in the world, to describe dynamics that could
affect our interests around the world.

Those activities are particularly important
now. The end of the cold war increases our
security in many ways. You helped to win that
cold war, and it is fitting that a piece of the
Berlin Wall stands here on these grounds. But
even now, this new world remains dangerous
and, in many ways, more complex and more
difficult to fathom. We need to understand more
than we do about the challenges of ethnic con-
flict, militant nationalism, terrorism, and the
proliferation of all kinds of weapons. Accurate,
reliable intelligence is the key to understanding
each of these challenges. And without it, it is
difficult to make good decisions in a crisis or
in the long-term.

I know that working in the intelligence com-
munity places special demands on each and
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